
VILLA ESCOLAR

PORTUGAL | THE ALGARVE

5 Bedrooms 10 Guests £2490 - £8775 / week
 



 



   Air Conditioning
   Beach within 10 minute walk
   Chef service available
   Family villa
   Heatable Pool
   Near golf courses
   Near shops/restaurants
   Near the airport
   Near the beach
   Table tennis
   With WIFI

 

"A spacious 5 bedroom villa located in Quinta do Mar, on the edge of Vale do Lobo. Only 800 meters away
from Ancão beach, in a privileged area of the Algarve."

Located in Quinta do Mar, close to Vale do Lobo and just 800m from the beach at Ancao, this is a tasteful
and very comfortable villa.

The villa has a fully equipped kitchen, complete with all modern conveniences, plus direct access to the
BBQ and to the pool area. The living room is light, bright and airy and also has an attractive working
fireplace (there is also a mezzanine with balcony that overlooks the pool). The basement of the villa is
somewhere to kick back, shoot some pool and just relax. An integrated sound system runs throughout the
house and can be controlled individually in each room.

There are five bedrooms in total, all of them en-suite. On the ground floor, there are two bedrooms. One
bedroom with a double bed and bathroom and one bedroom with twin beds and a shower. 
On the first floor, there are a further three bedrooms. One double bedroom, decorated in white and gold
and two bedrooms with two single beds each, one in shades of brown and beige and the other in shades of
white and red  (which also has a private terrace). On the ground floor there is a guest WC.

The swimming pool is approximately 12 meters in length by 6 meters wide and has an additional Jacuzzi fit
for 4 persons or more. The pool has an overflow system and the depths vary from 0,75 meters by the stairs
up until 2,20 meters by the deepest end. The pool can be heated upon request for an extra charge.

There are 10 sun loungers by the pool side and comfortable outdoor furniture under a shaded pergola, plus
a table tennis table. Under another shaded pergola by the kitchen and BBQ side is the outdoor dining table,
with room for 10 persons to enjoy lovely al-fresco meals.

There’s secure parking space for 3 or more cars inside the property.


